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 Acquisitions 
Cadence Acquires Sigrity, a Leader in High-Speed PCB and IC Packaging Analysis 
2 July 2012 
 
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. today announced it has acquired Sigrity, Inc., a signal and power integrity 
technology provider. Sigrity provides a set of gigabit signal and power network analysis technologies, 
including a unique power-aware signal integrity analysis capability for system, printed circuit board 
(PCB), and IC package designs. The combination of Sigrity analysis technologies with Cadence 
Allegro® and OrCAD® design tools will provide a comprehensive front-to-back integrated flow to 
enable system and semiconductor companies to deliver high-performance devices employing gigabit 
interface protocols such as DDR and PCI Express. The integrated solution will particularly benefit 
customers delivering electronic systems in high-growth markets such as mobile multimedia devices and 
cloud computing infrastructure.  
 
“Increasing use of high-performance, multi-gigahertz systems underscores the need for advanced and 
accurate signal, power and thermal analysis solutions,” said Nimish Modi, senior vice president, System 
and Software Group at Cadence. “Sigrity is the leading solution provider in the market, and the 
integrated Cadence and Sigrity products will deliver a predictable path for design and verification of 
high-performance PCB-based systems, speeding end product delivery.”  
 
“Sigrity pioneered a suite of market-proven, industry-leading signal and power integrity solutions that 
provide comprehensive analysis and verification,” said Dr. Jiayuan Fang, president of Sigrity. “Cadence 
and Sigrity have worked together for years to enable design and analysis of the industry’s most 
advanced PCBs, System-in-Packages, and SoCs. We look forward to joining Cadence to bring the next 
generation of signal and power aware design and verification tools to the industry.”  
 
The acquisition of Sigrity was completed on July 2, 2012 at a purchase price of approximately $80 
million. Primarily due to the impact of purchase accounting rules on deferred revenue and the transition 
to a ratable license model for Sigrity products, the transaction is expected to be slightly dilutive to fiscal 
2012 earnings per share, and then slightly accretive for 2013. Cadence expects that the transition of 
Sigrity’s business to Cadence’s ratable business model, and the amortization of Sigrity’s deferred 
revenue will be substantially complete by the end of fiscal 2013. The transaction is not expected to 
impact Cadence’s previously disclosed profitability goals for fiscal 2013.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Trimble to Acquire WinEstimator to Extend Meridian Systems' Capabilities for General Contractors 
and Owners 
2 July 2012 
 
Trimble announced today that it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire WinEstimator, Inc. 
(WinEst), a provider of construction cost estimating and cost-modeling software. The transaction is 
expected to close in the third quarter of 2012, subject to customary closing conditions. WinEst will be 
integrated into the operations of Meridian Systems, a wholly-owned subsidiary within Trimble's 
Engineering and Construction segment. Financial terms were not disclosed. 
 
WinEst features a team of 25 industry professionals dedicated to providing estimating and cost modeling 
solutions to builders and capital project owners. The company's offerings include the WinEst product 
line that provides a suite of estimating solutions, allowing customers to quickly and accurately respond 
to all phases of the estimating process, from initial project feasibility to detailed final estimate.   
 
WinEst also provides Modelogix, a solution for capital project owners and builders who develop 
accurate conceptual cost models based on cost-history data from multiple sources. Modelogix leverages 
the value of project cost history across the enterprise, integrating the customer's past estimates and 
"actual" project costs to form an accurate conceptual budget. 
 
The acquisition is expected to extend Meridian's capabilities for general contractor and owner customers 
that want to better develop, manage and leverage their construction cost information to support their 
core business. In addition, WinEst solutions will support the integration of cost data into other 
applications, including Meridian's Prolog® and Proliance® software, enabling the adoption of Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) business practices.   
 
"The acquisition will allow Meridian to provide a broader range of solutions to general contractors and 
building owners executing projects around the globe," said Geene Alhady, general manager of Meridian 
Systems, a Trimble Company. "Industry trends including BIM and IPD are driving more innovation in 
construction management software solutions, and now we are better positioned to support our customers 
and markets."   
 
"Together our solutions will improve the flow of construction cost data throughout the project lifecycle, 
and allow our joint customers to get increased value from their BIM investments," said Steve Watt, CEO 
of WinEst. "By joining with Meridian, we can improve solution interoperability between BIM data, 
estimating and project management solutions for all key stakeholders—owners, general contractors, 
specialty trades." 
 
About Meridian Systems 
Meridian Systems, a Trimble Company (NASDAQ: TRMB), is the Plan-Build-Operate technology 
solutions leader for project-based organizations. Building owners, construction and engineering firms, 
and public agencies use Meridian software to effectively manage capital building and facility renovation 
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programs. Meridian also is a pioneer in combining plan-build-operate features on an open technology 
platform to provide infrastructure lifecycle management solutions for capital building owners.   
 
For more information, visit the Meridian Systems' Web site at: www.meridiansystems.com. 
 
About Trimble  
Trimble applies technology to make field and mobile workers in businesses and government 
significantly more productive. Solutions are focused on applications requiring position or location—
including surveying, construction, agriculture, fleet and asset management, public safety and mapping. 
In addition to utilizing positioning technologies, such as GPS, lasers and optics, Trimble solutions may 
include software content specific to the needs of the user. Wireless technologies are utilized to deliver 
the solution to the user and to ensure a tight coupling of the field and the back office. Founded in 1978, 
Trimble is headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Delcam Reseller Les Technologies Increases Customer Support 
5 July 2012 
 
Delcam’s reseller for the French-speaking part of Canada, Les Technologies, has increased the technical 
support for its customers with the appointment of Pasqual Desjardins as an additional application 
engineer.  Les Tech has been selling Delcam’s design and manufacturing software in the region for 14 
years, starting with the FeatureCAM feature-based CAM system and later being given responsibility for 
the full CAD and CAM product range.  
 
“We have increased our sales significantly in the last couple of years as more and more companies have 
realised the advantages of using Delcam software,” claimed Frederic Nadeau, one of the joint owners of 
Les Tech.  “As a result, we needed to expand our support team in order to maintain the high level of 
service we give to our customers.  Pascal will be based in our office in Sherbrooke, which is within easy 
reach of our clients in both Quebec and Montreal.”  
 
“We are confident that our customers will benefit from Pasqual’s extensive technical knowledge.  He 
first programmed CNC machines more than ten years ago using the Mazatrol control and has used 
MasterCAM for over eight years.  As well as having experience in mouldmaking and in precision 
engineering, mainly for medical applications, he has programmed and operated positional and 
continuous five-axis machines, which will be important for our customers in the local aerospace 
industry.” 
 
“I have been really impressed with what I have seen of FeatureCAM and look forward to showing 

http://www.meridiansystems.com/
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companies how it can help their businesses,” said Pasqual.  “The feature-recognition seems to be 
extremely comprehensive, while the automation within the whole program is more powerful than I’ve 
seen in other CAM software.” 
 
For more information, visit www.delcam.com 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber Technology Recertified as a Microsoft Gold Independent Software Vendor 
2 July 2012 
 
Gerber Technology today announced that Microsoft has again certified the company as a Microsoft Gold 
Independent Software Vendor, a distinction the company has held since 2009. Microsoft Gold status 
represents a "best-in-class" ability and commitment to meet Microsoft Corp. customers' evolving needs 
in today's dynamic business environment and distinguishing itself within the top 1 percent of 
Microsoft’s partner ecosystem.  
 
"Gerber's software development team partners closely with Microsoft to build best-of-breed applications 
for our customers," said Donny Askin, senior vice president and general manager of Gerber 
Technology's Yunique Solutions business unit. "By qualifying as a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, our 
customers are assured of getting the in-depth knowledge, advanced skills, and commitment from us to 
implement and support the world-class software solutions that help them to better compete in the global 
economy." 
 
To earn a Microsoft gold competency, partners must successfully complete exams (resulting in 
Microsoft Certified Professionals) to prove their level of technology expertise, and then designate these 
certified professionals uniquely to one Microsoft competency, ensuring a certain level of staffing 
capacity. They also must submit customer references that demonstrate successful projects (along with 
implementing a yearly customer satisfaction study), meet a revenue commitment (for most gold 
competencies), and pass technology and/or sales assessments. 
 
"This Microsoft Gold Independent Software Vendor competency showcases our expertise in and 
commitment to today's technology market and demonstrates our deep knowledge of Microsoft and its 
products," added Askin.  
 
"By achieving a gold competency, partners have demonstrated the highest, most consistent capability 
and commitment to the latest Microsoft technology," said Jon Roskill, corporate vice president, 
Worldwide Partner Group at Microsoft Corp. "These partners have a deep expertise that puts them in the 
top 1 percent of our partner ecosystem, and their proficiency will help customers drive innovative 
solutions on the latest Microsoft technology." 
 
The Microsoft Partner Network helps partners strengthen their capabilities to showcase leadership in the 
marketplace on the latest technology, to better serve customers and, with 640,000 Microsoft partners in 
their ecosystem, to easily connect with one of the most active, diverse networks in the world. 

http://www.delcam.com/
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Greater China Becomes Separate Operating Region for Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine 
Division with new Executive Management 
1 July 2012 
 
Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine (PP&M) has created a new world industry region: Greater China. 
It will be the division's fourth region because of its size, success and strategic business potential and 
comprises China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. Greater China joins the Americas, EMIA (Europe, 
Middle East, India & Africa) and Asia-Pacific regions. 
 
As a separate operating region, Greater China will gain additional focus and investment, plus a strong 
local executive leadership for faster response to the China market, as well as more resources for further 
growth. Intergraph also will offer more customized industry solutions to Greater China customers. 
 
Welch Sun, who has held several executive positions with multinational, high-tech corporations during 
his professional career, has been appointed to lead PP&M's business operation and management in 
Greater China, effective July 1. Formerly vice general manager of China, Sun will have the title of 
General Manager, Greater China, in his new role. 
 
In Greater China, which was formerly a part of Intergraph PP&M's Asia-Pacific region, Sun succeeds 
Franz Kufner, who increased PP&M's revenue fourfold since taking over as China country manager in 
2007. Kufner took over responsibility of the Asia-Pacific region in December 2011, and will devote his 
energy to expanding Intergraph's business in that region. 
 
Before joining Intergraph as vice general manager, Sun was general manager of Public Sector and 
Utility Business for Hewlett-Packard's Enterprise Service Group in China, with full responsibility for 
consulting services business in the public sector, medical/health and transportation fields. Sun 
represented multinational corporations in roundtable discussions organized by the Ministry of Industry 
and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China and the U.S. Trade and Development 
Agency, respectively, in Beijing, for service outsourcing, cloud computing and other areas. 
 
Sun is a native of Shandong in eastern China and a graduate of Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology. Prior to his time with Hewlett-Packard, he held executive positions with multinational 
solution providers such as Microsoft, Apple, AMD and Autodesk, and fostered a reputation within the 
market for his ability to work in cooperation with Chinese organizations. 
 
Sun will be based in Intergraph Process, Power & Marine's offices in Beijing. 
 
Kufner, who joined Intergraph in 2001, increased the company's revenue in China by 400 percent in five 
years.  
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Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president, said, "Intergraph and Hexagon AB, 
which owns Intergraph, have invested heavily in the Greater China market for many years. This is 
another step to further supporting our ever-expanding customer base in China and serving new 
customers and new industries in the future. Intergraph plans to significantly increase the team in 2012 at 
offices in Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen and new locations. We have the ability to completely support 
our SmartPlant® and SmartMarine® Enterprise portfolios within the Greater China region. We are 
committed to growing our presence in the region."  
 
Sun said of joining the company, "Intergraph and the Process, Power & Marine division is a respected, 
trusted company in Greater China because of its commitment to customer success, deep industry 
expertise, a long tradition of technical innovation and its core value of being honest professionals. The 
standing in Greater China is one of the reasons I wanted to be a part of Intergraph PP&M, and I am 
dedicated to fulfilling our 'Rule No. 1': We will never let a customer down."  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph® Expands Local Presence in Malaysia 
4 July 2012 
 
Intergraph® has formally opened the newly-expanded Intergraph office in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
This expansion ensures that Intergraph is fully equipped to support customers in Malaysia, enabling 
them to implement SmartPlant® and SmartMarine® Enterprise suites of engineering solutions for 
enhanced productivity in their local projects. 
 
The economy of Malaysia – the third-largest economy in Southeast Asia – has experienced strong 
growth, boosted by a vibrant oil and gas industry. The Malaysian government strongly encourages 
foreign oil company participation through production sharing contracts, resulting in about 40 percent of 
oil fields in Malaysia getting developed. Intergraph's expanded presence in Malaysia will help to support 
the growth in local oil and gas projects, with a dedicated team providing technical expertise for 
successful implementations of the integrated SmartPlant and SmartMarine Enterprise suites of solutions. 
Intergraph will continue to support both local and global companies in the growing Malaysian market 
across the process, power and marine industries. 
 
"Malaysia is an important market for us and we welcome the expansion of Intergraph in the country," 
said Grant McPherson, engineering manager for Vietnam operations and department manager for piping 
design in Malaysia at Ranhill WorleyParsons. "Intergraph's increased presence in Malaysia will foster a 
closer partnership with Ranhill WorleyParsons, and enable us to leverage the industry expertise of a 
global leader in the enterprise engineering software market for continued success." 
 
Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president, said, "The expansion of the 
Intergraph office in Kuala Lumpur brings us closer to our customers in Malaysia and the region, 
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enabling us to deliver superior support in the integrated engineering approach of our next-generation 
SmartPlant and SmartMarine Enterprise solutions. With dedicated local support, this will ensure 
smoother implementations of Intergraph technology for enhanced safety, quality and productivity of 
local engineering projects in Malaysia." 
 
About WorleyParsons 
WorleyParsons is a provider of professional services to the resources and energy sectors and complex 
process industries.  The company's services cover the full asset spectrum both in size and life cycle – 
from the creation of new assets to services that sustain and enhance operating assets. As resource 
projects continue to grow in size and complexity, WorleyParsons is one of the few global companies 
with the resources, technical capabilities and systems to meet the demands of large-scale 
projects. www.worleyparsons.com  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

JISC Collections Streamlines Access to Knovel for UK Universities 
4 July 2012 
 
JISC Collections and Knovel are pleased to announce they have signed a new three year agreement 
which gives UK universities and colleges streamlined access to Knovel, the Web-based application 
integrating technical information with analytical and search tools.  
 
"Under the new arrangement, our member institutions will have all the benefits of managing their 
Knovel subscription along with their other JISC Collections' agreements," said Carolyn Alderson, 
Acting Head of Licensing, JISC Collections.  
 
"Engineering and Science students like Knovel's ease of use and fast access to validated information," 
said Gary Kearns, Managing Director of Knovel EMEA. "Furthermore, Knovel is used by many 
professional engineers worldwide, so students who use Knovel gain experience that will be useful as 
they transition to the workplace. Our partnership with JISC Collections means Knovel will be accessible 
to a wider number of students in the UK."  
 
Knovel is used in over 300 universities worldwide and more than 30 universities in the UK have 
independent licenses, including Imperial College, UCL and Manchester. Knovel is also used by major 
employers of engineering and science graduates, such as BP, Arup, Unilever and GlaxoSmithKline. 
 
Knovel works with a network of more than 90 recognised societies and publishing partners to provide 
validated technical references and data across 29 subject areas in engineering and science disciplines. 
Using Knovel, students can conduct research, select materials, manipulate graphs, charts and equations, 
document and share research on team projects. 

http://www.worleyparsons.com/
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About JISC Collections  
JISC Collections was established by the UK Higher and Further Education funding councils, to support 
the procurement of digital content for education and research in the UK. It undertakes negotiations with 
a large number of scholarly and research publishers on behalf of UK universities and colleges in the area 
of e-journals, e-books, databases and datasets achieving best pricing and licensing conditions for its 
members. (See: www.jisc-collections.ac.uk). 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText Announces The OpenText Cloud 
2 July 2012 
 
Open Text Corporation (OpenText) and EasyLink Services International Corporation (EasyLink) today 
announced the completion of the merger of EasyLink with an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of 
OpenText. The merger was approved by the stockholders of EasyLink at a special meeting held earlier 
today. As a result of the merger, EasyLink became an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of OpenText. 
 
The OpenText Cloud is immediately available worldwide. We now service over 25,000 customers and 2 
million end users for Infrastructure Services, Social Enterprise Services, Process and Data Services and 
SAAS-based Information Exchange; processing over 2 billion transactions a year. Some of our 
customers include Institute of Public Administration of Canada, USDA, Mizuno, Dell and La Poste. The 
OpenText Cloud is based on combined capabilities from OpenText and EasyLink. For more 
information, please visit: www.opentext.com/cloud . 
 
"The OpenText Cloud is a platform for Enterprise Information Management. OpenText is the only 
vendor who can offer this complete suite of capabilities in the cloud, from Enterprise Content 
Management through Information Exchange," said OpenText CEO, Mark J. Barrenechea. "Furthermore, 
I welcome the EasyLink customers, partners and employees to OpenText." 
 
As a result of the merger EasyLink s common stock ceased trading on the Nasdaq Capital Market at 
market close today and its shares will no longer be listed. Stockholders who hold shares through a bank 
or broker will not have to take any action to have their shares converted into cash, since these 
conversions will be handled by the bank or broker. Stockholders who hold certificates can surrender 
their certificates for $7.25 per share in cash, without interest, through the paying agent for the merger, 
American Stock Transfer & Trust Company. AST will be sending out a letter of transmittal and 
instructions to registered stockholders in the next several days regarding specific actions they will need 
to take to surrender their shares for the merger consideration. EasyLink s stockholders of record should 
wait until they receive the letter of transmittal before surrendering their share certificates. 
 
About OpenText 
OpenText is the world's largest independent provider of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) 
software. The Company's solutions manage information for all types of business, compliance and 

http://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/
http://www.opentext.com/cloud
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industry requirements in the world's largest companies, government agencies and professional service 
firms. OpenText supports approximately 46,000 customers and millions of users in 114 countries and 12 
languages. For more information about OpenText, visit www.opentext.com.  
 
About EasyLink Services International Corporation 
EasyLink Services International Corporation (EasyLink), headquartered in Norcross, GA, offers a 
comprehensive portfolio of "any to any" business messaging and transaction services that can bridge the 
most challenging technology gaps while creating significant cost efficiencies across an organization. 
From Desktop Fax and Production Messaging to EDI, Managed File Transfer, Document Capture and 
Management, Secure Messaging and Notifications we help companies drive costs out of their 
operations. With over two decades of servicing customers around the globe, EasyLink has established a 
proven track record for providing effective, reliable and secure communications. For more information 
on EasyLink, visit www.easylink.com.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

SPRING Technologies and EUROCOPTER, a Winning Partnership 
5 July 2012 
 

Trust Yields Results 
“Our partnership with Eurocopter goes back to the end of the 1980s and perfectly illustrates the 
advantages that a major account can gain from trusting an innovative, high-performance SME to support 
its industrial product process”, says Gilles Battier, CEO of SPRING Technologies since 1994. Rewind to 
1988, four years before the helicopter division of the French Aérospatiale group merged with the German 
Daimler Chrysler Aerospace AG to form the Eurocopter group. At the time, SPRING (Société de 
Productique et de Recherche en Informatique Numérique et Graphique) was still a very young SME that 
was growing alongside the emergence of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design & Manufacturing). Its 
core business was the development of custom software for major groups. Originally solicited by the 
automotive industry, SPRING diversified towards the aeronautical sector, when Eurocopter was looking 
for solutions to manage its technical documentation. “The FTA (automated technical data sheet) project, 
led by Marc Belluau and Jean-Luc Sturles, today at the head of Aérolia’s Méaulte site in northern France, 
was on the wish list for the company’s production and assembly lines. Its aim was to enable cross-
corporate access to reference documents very precisely describing the sequence of actions performed by 
each operator.” 
 
A Successful Transfer of Specialized  Knowhow in Processes and Content 
Once the application had been completed to Eurocopter’s specifications, SPRING’s management realized 
they had a product that they could put out to many other industrial sectors. “We realized, even then, that 
the major software vendors were not offering anything comparable. This is why we suggested to 
Eurocopter that we transform the custom development into a commercial product that would become 
SPRING’s property. We emphasized the advantages that the group could enjoy from making the software 
a standard: reduced costs and contractual upgrades that would be even more useful if they were based on 
feedback from a broader user community. Eurocopter was impressed by our arguments and quickly 

http://www.opentext.com/
http://www.easylink.com/
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agreed to transfer the functional knowhow embodied in FTA.” In 1989, SPRING consequently became a 
vendor, marketing RAFT, its product data management solution. This was based on FTA and 
specifications gathered from other manufacturers that enabled distinctions to be made between functions 
that were generic or specific to business areas. The solution went to market at the same time as the 
NCSIMUL machining simulation software, which was also to become a major success for SPRING 
Technologies. In 1993, Eurocopter deployed RAFT, superseding its proprietary FTA application. 
 
Georges-Éric MOUFLE, Global Supply Chain Innovation Manager 
“Eurocopter has been involved in a relationship with SPRING Technologies since 1988, when SPRING 
developed FTA (automated technical data sheets), the forerunner of WIPLINK, in response to our teams’ 
request for a solution for managing our reference documents. SPRING then deployed this solution on our 
UNIX machines. In 1989 we gave SPRING the go-ahead to develop the software into a commercial 
product, which went out originally as RAFT before being rebranded as WIPLINK in 2002.The ownership 
issues were more about the content of our technical data sheets than the software itself, and letting 
SPRING take over the development turned out to be a great move for Eurocopter. At the end of the 
1980s, this software was not part of our core business, thus, it was better for us to develop it into an 
industry standard. We benefitted from the optimizations suggested by other customers and users, the 
lower costs, and the innovation that SPRING Technologies constantly delivers. 
 
Today we have thousands of documents ranging in length from 3 to 300 pages. SPRING’s solution is 
perfectly dimensioned to Eurocopter’s standards and processes. We use it in the assembly of all our 
Écureuil, Dauphin, Super Puma, EC175, Tigre and NH90 ranges, and also for our mechanical parts, sub-
structures and in the manufacture of our rotor blades. We are now introducing it in the electrical 
workshop and MRO, and our helicopter repair service. In an increasingly strictly regulated engineering 
environment, it guarantees the quality and reliability of our products. We use it in our French, Brazilian 
and Spanish plants where it also facilitates relations with our domestic and foreign suppliers, and our 
handling of obsolescence issues. Innovation is still central to our collaboration with SPRING 
Technologies. Together we are currently looking ahead at the future generations of operator help that will 
be hitting the market five or ten years from now.” 
 
Immediate Updates 
Based on Microsoft technologies, the software uses code that is standardized but largely user-definable, 
enabling users to adapt the generic functions to their own business needs. “The whole value of the product 
has developed to match the needs of the times”, adds Gilles Battier. “In 2002, we made the software more 
collaborative and geared to PC environments and renamed it WIPLINK. As the Web developed, along 
with new digital formats and constantly more powerful workflow techniques, we continued to transform 
it, building in state-of-the-art best practice. Today, users can create and manage complex technical 
documents containing digital, alphanumeric, audio and video data. This means that queries can be run 
quickly to identify information contained in a wide range of documents – for example a part or a process 
– and engineering changes can be implemented globally. By immediately circulating updates to all users 
in France and abroad we can be sure that they will get the most recent information they need for their day-
to-day work.” 
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Guaranteed Reliability 
Looking back over nearly thirty years have you ever had any doubts about the value of working together? 
“Of course Eurocopter, which uses software from the major vendors for its ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) and PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), has wondered whether these suppliers might have 
equivalent offerings. In reality, our know-how is unique. Our very specific solution has proved its 
performance and robustness not only at Eurocopter but also at major groups like Alstom, Latécoère and 
Thales. Every year, Eurocopter asks us to develop upgrades or extensions. Currently, our aim is to 
broaden our solution, which already has 500 users, to aftermarket and MRO applications. Eurocopter no 
longer just sells aircraft, but also provides worldwide added-value service guaranteeing flightworthiness. 
To ensure that its aircraft remain fully operational throughout their very long lifetime, Eurocopter must 
guarantee that its customers enjoy worldwide maintenance and repair quality. One of the keys to this is 
immediately available and reliable documentation. This is all the more crucial as the helicopters vary not 
just from one generation to the next but also because of the customizations requested by customers. We 
are now in a position to help the group address this strategic issue, as well as the technological 
transformations of the future, for which we are a step ahead of the game. We are currently looking ahead 
together at the ways people will be working in the next five or ten years, and the idea of integrating 
virtual reality into aided assembly phases”, concludes Gilles Battier who also hopes that the solution will 
be deployed in all the EADS group subsidiaries, including Airbus. 
 

About SPRING Technologies: 
SPRING Technologies is an international company which helps manufacturers to increase the 
productivity of their processes and production resources. 
Its portfolio is built around two main focuses: 

• Development of software solutions providing a set of integrated functions dedicated to production 
sites: post-processors library, machine tools and cutting tools, machining simulation and 
verification, optimization of manufacturing processes, publication of manufacturing content, real-
time monitoring of production resource activity. 

• Support services: consulting and integration with market solutions in CAD/CAM, PLM and MES, 
training & support 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

USC and EON Reality Enter Research Collaboration for Immersive 3D in AEC 
2 July 2012 
 
EON Reality today announced plans for the next phase of their collaboration with the Astani 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Southern California, USC. This 
next step will investigate the use of fully immersive environments (see EON Icube video) and the impact 
of their use in architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC), as well as in the integration of non-3D 
sources of data.  
  
This phase of the collaboration between EON Reality and USC follows the success of a pilot program 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3mPVH2CSgw&feature=player_embedded
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that was first initiated in the spring of 2012, which utilized the following EON Reality technologies:    
o EON Artificial I™, an interactive real-time 3D software integrated with a new 3D display 
o EON Coliseum™, a web-conferencing tool that virtually connecting multi-screen 

platforms in different locations 
o EON Creator™, an interactive authoring tool that allows users to create stereoscopic 3D 

scenes/lessons to develop complete blended learning environments with features 
including video, Wikipedia, PowerPoint, sound effects, YouTube, annotations, quizzes, 
and more.   

“The use of Virtual Reality and Icubes create a huge communication opportunity for us between the 
designers and construction companies. They can interact and develop the 3D designs of the 
constructions such as buildings and bridges and also of the operations of the facilities in a much better 
and quicker way,” said Lucio Soibelman Professor and Chair of the Sonny Astani Department of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering, University of Southern California.  
 
“We are thrilled to have USC as a research partner in this field since we see a large potential use in this 
field. The good quality of 3D data originating from the AEC community makes this a prime opportunity 
for immersive 3D collaboration,” said Mats W. Johansson, President, EON Reality, Inc. 
 
See also interview with Lucio Sobelman from the EON Experience Fest 2012. 
 
About EON Reality 
EON Reality, Inc. is the world's leading interactive 3D solutions provider for businesses and education 
based on Virtual Reality technology. EON Reality provides state-of-the-art 3D display technology for 
immersive and stereoscopic viewing, from portable tablet PCs and glass free stereo display systems to 
curved-screen and immersive rooms consisting of multi-channel projection walls. The technology 
foundation for developing interactive digital content includes importing the most common 3D animation 
formats into EON's authoring software and creating modules and applications that can be viewed on 
various display systems. EON’s technology solutions enable all organizations to more effectively 
visually communicate, collaborate and accelerate knowledge transfer. 
 
For further information, visit www.eonreality.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 
 
 

http://www.eonreality.com/products_artificiali.html
http://www.eonreality.com/products_coliseum.html
http://www.eonexperience.com/eon-creator/eon-creator.aspx
http://youtu.be/_eoraZBgMv0
http://www.eonreality.com/
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Events News 
Concepts NREC to Showcase VAROC® Air Dynamometers, CAE/CAM Software, and Engineering 
Services at Farnborough International Air Show  
2 July 2012 
 
Concepts NREC (CN) today announced that it will showcase VAROC® Air Dynamometers, 
its CAE/CAM software, and engineering services at the Farnborough International Air Show 2012 (FIA) 
in Farnborough, Hampshire, UK, 9-15 July, 2012. CN was selected by the Vermont Chamber of 
Commerce, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) and U.S. Department of Commerce to 
exhibit in the "Best of New England" Pavilion, Booth # = H3/B24a. 
 
CN is the OEM of VAROC Air Dynamometers, which are used by military and commercial 
organizations to test the power output of high-speed turboshaft helicopter engines and other shaft-driven 
craft, without the need for water or electric utilities. At FIA, the company will introduce recent advances 
and its newest VAROC model. Qualified engine test cell integrators interested in developing turnkey, 
VAROC-based test cells for turboshaft engine testing will want to stop by the CN exhibit. The VAROC 
Air Dynamometers are used in both commercial applications as well as for traditional engine testing or 
as a precisely controlled shaft load for high-speed rotating equipment tests. 
 
CN will also exhibit its Engineering Services, which provide complete solution development from 
concept through detailed engineering, product design, performance testing, and prototype/product 
manufacturing. Company representatives will be on hand at FIA to discuss services they have provided 
for cabin air compressors, as well as turbine and compressor aerodynamic optimization and more. 
 
CN will also showcase its Agile Engineering Design System® suite of CAE/CAM Software, the design 
and analysis software that encompasses and integrates the entire engineering process for radial, axial, 
and mixed-flow turbomachinery components. 
 
CN General Manager of Dynamometers Edward Killackey says, "We are honored to have been selected 
to exhibit in the 'Best of New England' Pavilion at Farnborough and excited to showcase our VAROC 
Air Dynamometers as well as our world class CAE/CAM software and engineering services at this 
prestigious event."  
 
About Farnborough International Air Show 
The Farnborough International Air Show is the largest truly global event of its kind. A contingent of 
some 1,400 exhibitors from aerospace, defense, space, and security sectors will showcase and 
demonstrate aircraft, equipment, and technologies. FIA is specifically designed to facilitate tailor-made 
and unrivaled opportunities to meet, negotiate, and announce business transactions. Held every other 
year, FIA 2010 was attended by over 120,000 trade visitors, including 70 delegations from 44 countries, 
with $47 billion in sales orders announced during the Show. The Public Airshow Events continue 
through the 14th and 15th of July. 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770613&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.conceptsnrec.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770616&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.conceptsnrec.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770634&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.conceptsnrec.com%2fSolutions%2fCAE-CAM-Software.aspx
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770637&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.conceptsnrec.com%2fSolutions%2fEngineering-Services.aspx
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770640&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.farnborough.com%2fairshow-2012
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About Concepts NREC 
Concepts NREC is a leading worldwide organization providing turbomachinery design, engineering 
services, manufacturing, and CAE/CAM software, with a staff of over 100 professionals at its facilities 
in Wilder, VT, and Chelmsford, MA. For more than half a century, Concepts NREC has provided 
manufacturers, users, government agencies, and the engineering community with technology tools, 
services, and products that have met their needs, helped achieve their goals, and aided in development 
and production of some of the world's most advanced products. Concepts NREC is headquartered at 217 
Billings Farm Road, White River Junction, VT, 05001-9486. Telephone: 802-296-2321. Facsimile: 802-
296-2325. For more information, visit www.ConceptsNREC.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Head of NASA Mars Program and Siemens Industry CEO to Address Essential Role of Cost-efficient 
Product Development in New Era of Space Exploration 
5 July 2012 
 
NASA Director of the Mars Exploration Program Doug McCuistion and Siemens Industry Sector CEO 
Siegfried Russwurm, will hold a media briefing at 9:00 a.m. BST Tuesday, July 10, in the Hendon 
Room at the Farnborough Air Show in Farnborough, England. McCuistion and Russwurm will discuss 
the importance of the space program and the essential role of cost-efficient product development in the 
aerospace industry and in the emerging new era of space travel and exploration.  
 
The NASA Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is currently traveling through space carrying the latest Mars 
Rover “Curiosity” to land on the surface of the Red Planet on August 5, 2012 (U.S. Pacific time). With 
this historic mission well underway, NASA’s McCuistion will outline how the global space industry is 
undergoing a transformation in which government space agencies are collaborating more closely than 
ever to optimize efficiency and minimize development costs while maintaining the highest standards of 
reliability and safety. Part of this transformation includes public-private partnerships and a constant 
drive to employ technology tools that will maximize productivity and shorten development times.  
 
Siemens’ Russwurm will provide an overview of how Siemens’ technologies are used in the aerospace 
industry and other industries worldwide to optimize product development and production of some of the 
world’s most sophisticated products, including the NASA MSL and Mars Rover.  
 
If you are attending the Farnborough Air Show and would like to attend the NASA-Siemens Press 
Conference, please REGISTER by clicking on the link below and providing the requested information: 
https://www.industry-meeting.com/event/microsite/22/sign-up/ 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905221&id=1770643&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.conceptsnrec.com%2f
https://www.industry-meeting.com/event/microsite/22/sign-up/
https://www.industry-meeting.com/event/microsite/22/sign-up/
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International SAP Conference on Product Lifecycle Management 2012 and International SAP 
Conference on Portfolio and Project Management 2012 
6 July 2012 
 
Two conferences, one aim – to maximize your business value and efficiency with SAP PLM and PPM 
solutions. Join SAP in Heidelberg, Germany, on 9-10 October, 2012 for the International SAP 
Conferences on Product Lifecycle Management and Portfolio and Project Management 2012. These co-
located conferences will allow attendees to gain a comprehensive insight on the value of both the SAP 
PLM and PPM solutions. Across the two conferences, SAP keynotes and solution updates will allow 
attendees to understand the current direction and strategy of SAP, while high profile international 
customer case studies will show case how customers are taking advantage of SAP PLM and PPM 
solutions to streamline their product and project related processes. 
 
Across both events, hear from a diverse range of organisations such as Bekaert, BMW, Bombardier 
Aerospace, Diageo, Deere & Company, Drager Medical, ExxonMobil, Henkel, Holcim, Israel Electric 
Company, Kennametal, Nestle, Porsche, Sidel, Transnet, and ZF Friedrichshafen. Attendees will also 
have the opportunity to take advantage of pre-conference workshops, as well as multiple networking 
opportunities at the joint exhibition and evening event. 
 
Date: 9 – 10 October, 2012 
Location: Hamburg, Germany 
Contact: James Haggan on +44 (0)121 200 3810 
Event Organisers: T. A. Cook Conferences  
Event URL: www.tacook.com/plm and www.tacook.com/ppm 
 
For more information, 
visit: http://www.sap.com/campaigns/2012_07_PPM_PLM_Conference/index.epx  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Social PLM 2012, The Global Virtual Conference and Exhibition in PLM, Engineering and Product 
Design Is Announced 
28 June 2012 
 
01consulting is pleased to announce the first Global 3D Virtual PLM Conference & Exhibition. Unlike 
traditional events, Social PLM 2012 is an online event: it does not require travelling, saves attendees 
time and increases drastically the outreach across the globe. 
 
With a focus on the social trends in PLM, this event is a unique global opportunity for Industry Decision 
makers, Managers, Designers, Engineers, Marketers, Manufacturers, Sourcers, Buyers, who are involved 
in the PLM processes to learn from experts from top consulting firms and executives from PLM 

http://www.tacook.com/plm
http://www.tacook.com/ppm
http://www.sap.com/campaigns/2012_07_PPM_PLM_Conference/index.epx
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technology providers leaders, new perspectives about this fast evolving subject Social PLM 2012 is also 
an exceptional opportunity for Technology Providers to expose their latest offerings in social 
collaboration, PLM, design, analysis, manufacturing, workflow. 
 
Initial Speakers include experts from - Accenture, Autodesk, CIMData, IDC, Inforbix, Kenesto, 
Nuage, PTC and Vuuch. Content of their presentations can be checked out here: http://social-
plm.com/speakers/. 
 
In an innovative 3D immersive format with avatars, which is close to face-to-face, based on Altadyn's 
conferencing platform, 3D-VirtualEvents.com , attendees can interact with expert speakers and PLM 
vendors through a life like experience with an amazing sense of presence, which favors social 
collaboration, but in the most efficient manner from their office, with no need to lose time and spend 
money travelling. They can also network in real time, and have hallway conversations with other 
attendees from around the world. They just log into the 3D exhibition hall with their social media profile 
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Google+), visit vendors’ booths in a gamified environment, connect to their 
representatives, learn about their newest offers, and attend their presentations as well as conferences 
offered by analysts and experts. 
 
Learn more about Social PLM 2012 here: http://social-plm.com  
 
About 01CONSULTING: 
01consulting is an independent Consulting group founded in 2002. The company publishes Global and 
European market reports in PLM, MCAD and CAE domains since 2005 and more generally employs its 
expertise in marketing, operations, sales, business development, human resources, finance and equity to 
a wide variety of both financially sound and distressed organizations, including established companies 
as well as advanced technology start-ups. To learn more: www.01consulting.net 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
Dassault Systèmes Schedules Second Quarter 2012 Results Webcast and Conference Call for July 26, 
2012  
6 July 2012 
 
Dassault Systèmes will host a webcast and a conference call on Thursday, July 26, 2012, to discuss its 
operating performance for the second quarter ended June 30, 2012. 
 
The management of Dassault Systèmes will host the webcast at 9:30 AM London Time - 10:30 AM 
Paris Time and will then also host the conference call at 9:00 AM New York Time - 2:00 PM London 
Time - 3:00 PM Paris Time. 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://social-plm.com/speakers
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://social-plm.com/speakers
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://3D-VirtualEvents.com
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://social-plm.com
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.01consulting.net
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Both the webcast and the conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing Dassault 
Systèmes’ website at http://www.3ds.com/company/finance . 
 
Please go to the website at least fifteen minutes prior to the webcast or conference call to register, to 
download and install any necessary software. The webcast and conference call will be archived for 30 
days. 
 
For more information, visit www.3ds.com.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys to Announce First Quarter Results on July 12, 2012 
29 June 2012 
 
Infosys Limited will announce results for its first quarter ending June 30, 2012 on Thursday, July 12, 
2012, Indian Standard Time (IST) (on the night of Wednesday, July 11, 2012, US Eastern Time (ET)). 
The results will also be available on Infosys' website http://www.infosys.com. 
 
Following the release, Infosys' CEO & Managing Director, Mr. S.D. Shibulal, Member of the Board & 
CFO, Mr. V. Balakrishnan, and other members of the senior management will comment on the 
company's performance. 
 
There will be a common television address by Mr. S.D. Shibulal and Mr. V. Balakrishnan at 10:00 a.m. 
IST on business television channels, this will be followed by a detailed discussion on CNBC-TV 18 as 
part of its 'Boardroom' series from Bangalore at 10:15 a.m. IST on July 12, 2012 (this will not be 
telecast in the US). An archive of this event will be uploaded on http://www.infosys.com after 2:00 p.m. 
IST on July 12, 2012 (after 4:30 a.m. US ET on July 12, 2012). 
 
Financial results to mobile phone users in India 
Highlights of the results will be made available to mobile phone users in India through SMS. To access 
the highlights on SMS, type "R Infosys" ("R" space "Infosys") or "Results Infosys" ("Results" space 
"Infosys") and send it to 51818 (which is CNBC on your handset). Results on SMS will be available 
after 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, July 12, 2012.    
      
Earnings call I 
(2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. IST; 4:30 a.m. - 5:30 a.m. ET) 
The company will conduct an hour-long conference call at 2:00 p.m. IST (4:30 a.m. ET) on July 12, 
2012 (open to investors/analysts in all regions), where the senior management will discuss the 
company's performance and answer questions from participants. To participate in the conference call, 

http://www.3ds.com/company/finance
http://www.3ds.com/
http://www.infosys.com/
http://www.infosys.com/
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please dial the numbers provided below 10-15 minutes before the scheduled start time of the call. 
During this interim, the operator will provide instructions on how to ask questions. As participation in 
the call is limited, early registration (by calling the numbers 10-15 minutes before the scheduled start 
time) is encouraged. 
 
This event will be webcast live on the Internet, following which it will be archived 
at http://www.infosys.com. The archive will be available after 5:00 p.m. IST on July 12, 2012 (after 7:30 
a.m. US ET on July 12, 2012). In addition, a transcript of the conference call will be available 
at http://www.infosys.com. 
 
Earnings call II 
(6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. IST; 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. ET) 
The company will also conduct an hour-long conference call at 8:30 a.m. ET (6:00 p.m. IST) on July 12, 
2012 (open to investors/analysts in all regions), where the senior management will discuss the 
company's performance and answer questions from participants. To participate in the conference call, 
please dial the numbers provided below 10-15 minutes before the scheduled start time of the call. 
During this interim, the operator will provide instructions on how to ask questions. As participation in 
the call is limited, early registration (by calling the numbers 10-15 minutes before the scheduled start 
time) is encouraged. 
 
This event will be webcast live on the Internet and an archive can be accessed 
at http://www.infosys.com after 11:00 a.m. ET on July 12, 2012 (after 8:30 p.m. IST on July 12, 2012). 
A transcript of the conference call will be available at http://www.infosys.com. 
 
For an unabridged version of this press release, visit:  
http://www.infosys.com/newsroom/press-releases/Documents/2012/Q1-july12-2012.pdf 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

OpenText to Report Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year-End 2012 Financial Results on Thursday, 
August 9, 2012 
6 July 2012 
 
Open Text Corporation announced that financial results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year-end 2012 
will be released on Thursday, August 9, 2012 at approximately 4:00 p.m. ET. 
 
Teleconference Call 
Mark J. Barrenechea, OpenText CEO and Paul McFeeters, OpenText CFO will host a conference call on 
August 9, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. ET to discuss the company s financial results. 

http://www.infosys.com/
http://www.infosys.com/
http://www.infosys.com/
http://www.infy.com/
http://www.infosys.com/newsroom/press-releases/Documents/2012/Q1-july12-2012.pdf
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Date: Thursday, August 9, 2012 
Time: 5:00 p.m. ET/2:00 p.m. PT 
Length: 60 minutes 
Where: 416-644-3417 or 877-974-0446 (Toll Free) 
 
Investors should dial in approximately 10 minutes before the teleconference is scheduled to begin. A 
replay of the call will be available beginning August 9, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. ET through 11:59 p.m. on 
August 23, 2012 and can be accessed by dialing 416-640-1917 and using passcode 4549967 followed by 
the number sign. 
 
For more information or to listen to the call via web cast, please use the following 
link: http://www.opentext.com/2/investors/ir-events.htm.  
 
Investor Day 
Mr. Barrenechea, Mr. McFeeters and other OpenText executives will host an Investor Day to discuss the 
company s corporate strategy on Thursday, September 6, 2012 in New York. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Implementation Investments 
Cadence Digital PHY Design IP Adopted by Brite Semiconductor 
2 July 2012 
 
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. today announced that its collaboration with Brite Semiconductor has 
enabled the integration of the Cadence® DDR Soft DLL PHY intellectual property (IP) into the design 
ecosystem for manufactured devices from Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation 
(SMIC). Specifically, Brite and Cadence plan to integrate the DDR PHY IP with I/Os for 
implementation on SMIC 130nm, 65nm, 55nm, and 40nm process technologies. Brite Semiconductor 
plans to tapeout a test-chip platform, with the memory subsystem IP, providing valuable insight into this 
ultra low-power, high-performance solution which is ideal for mobile devices such as smartphones, 
tablets, and other consumer electronic products.  
 
"The collaboration between Cadence and Brite places market-leading memory IP in the SMIC 
ecosystem providing SoC designers with easy access to this low-power, high-performance, technology," 
said Martin Lund, senior vice president of Research and Development, SoC Realization Group at 
Cadence. "We look forward to a close and on-going relationship with Brite to continue developing 
leading-edge memory solutions driving higher levels of performance and functionality in today's mobile 
devices." 

http://www.opentext.com/2/investors/ir-events.htm
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=905505&id=1772578&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cadence.com%2fsolutions%2fdip%2fmemorystorage%2fsynth_ghz_phy%2fPages%2fdefault.aspx
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"We are pleased to extend our partnership with Cadence to deliver the superior wide range DDR PHY 
solution of our ASIC products," said Dr. Charlie Zhi, Chief Executive Officer at Brite 
Semiconductor. "To successfully deliver customized SoCs, we must have an area efficient, configuration 
flexible, and multi-standard support including DDR2, DDR3, LPDDR1, LPDDR2, memory PHY 
solution in current and advanced SMIC process technology nodes. This partnership is affording Brite the 
opportunity to seamlessly integrate DDR PHY, and corresponding features, into ASIC products and 
providing our customers a significantly competitive advantage. Furthermore, this collaboration would 
create the opportunity for rapid time to market execution, and reduce the entry barrier for designing in 
advanced process nodes." 
 
Cadence Memory IP Solutions 
Cadence has over 400 design wins for its DDR controllers and PHYs. All memory IP from Cadence is 
programmable to interface with multiple memory technologies. Low-power modes, small area, and high 
performance are possible through full digital DLL implementation. A built in loopback feature provides 
at-speed testability for full-silicon characterization without the need for expensive ATE. Cadence DDR 
controllers, and DDR PHYs support the new DFI 3.1 specification for seamless connectivity to DDR 
controllers.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s ArtCAM Cuts Ice Carving Projects to a Fraction of the Time 
2 July 2012 
 
"Delcam’s ArtCAM Pro software helps us deliver a more consistent product in a fraction of the time 
required in the past,” claims Sam Bayley, Production and Plant Manager at Iceculture Inc. 
 
Iceculture, which is based in Hensall, Ontario, was founded by Julian Bayley and his late wife Ann in 
1989, and has grown into one of the world’s largest ice-carving companies with a staff of 50. The 
company’s success has been based largely on technical innovation. For example, Mr. Bayley worked 
with a colleague in the ice business and a router manufacturer in Calgary to develop a CNC router for 
cutting ice in the late 1990s. He also designed his own ice lathe, which shapes blocks of ice into spheres 
and cylindrical objects such as footballs, pillars, wine bottles and vases.  
 
The combination of ArtCAM Pro and CNC ice routers has enabled designers at Iceculture to implement 
more efficient methods that also produce more accurate and higher-quality finished products. "We 
started working with ArtCAM when our business was very young,” Sam Bayley remembered. "One of 
the first benefits we saw was the software’s ability to help us replicate corporate logos quickly and 
accurately.” 
 
Among the company’s many high-profile projects, one of the biggest involves providing 3D ice 
sculptures, ice furniture, ice lounges and other items for the Toronto Film Festival. In most years, a 
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major event is based around the winner of the film festival and Iceculture is often asked to provide one 
or more ice sculptures for the event. For example, a film about ice hockey recently won the top award 
and Iceculture produced a 20-foot-long and 9-foot-wide hockey rink made entirely of ice as a focal point 
at the celebration. The rink included logos of the corporate sponsors, holes and hatches for shot glasses, 
table space for served food and many other features. 
 
At another film festival, one sponsor was a large soft-drink manufacturer so Iceculture was 
commissioned to build an ice sculpture about eight feet high that replicated its famous bottle. Producing 
a sculpture of this complexity using manual methods would have taken a long time and it would have 
only been possible to produce an approximate likeness of the bottle. Iceculture designers imported a 3D 
model of the bottle into ArtCAM. They simplified the model, divided it into blocks of ice and then 
generated toolpaths to cut each block with an ice router.  
 
For another project, Matt White, CNC Programmer for Iceculture, designed a 3D ice carving of a swan. 
He divided the various sections of the model such as the head, wings, body and neck into a total of 50 
different features. "Once I have created a feature, I can easily do different things with it such as copying, 
resizing, moving, etc,” Mr. White commented. Then, he used ArtCAM’s sculpting tools to blend the 
different shapes together. He saved time by first creating the right half of the swan and producing a 
mirror image to complete the design.  
 
"ArtCAM provides an excellent tool to design beautiful objects and produce them on ice routers in a 
fraction of the time that is required using manual methods,” Sam Bayley concluded. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
3Shape’s Dental System™ offers CAD Design of DENTSPLY Friadent Customized Abutments 
3 July 2012 
 
3Shape A/S, a provider of 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software solutions announces the official release 
of new capabilities in Dental System™ to design 2-piece customized abutments using DENTSPLY 
Friadent pre-manufactured titanium bases. 
 
3Shape has integrated a complete and original DENTSPLY Friadent library within its Dental System™ 
software supporting DENTSPLY Friadent’s ANKYLOS® and XiVE® implant systems. 
 
The new library enables dental technicians to use 3Shape Abutment Designer™ to model 2-piece 
abutments using a pre-manufactured titanium base with a customized Zirconia abutment top. To 
manufacture the designed restoration, the original titanium base must be obtained from DENTSPLY 
Friadent and the customized Zirconia part can be milled locally in the lab or milling center. 
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“DENTSPLY Friadent is a leading implant manufacturer, and many labs are steadfast users of both the 
3Shape CAD/CAM Dental System™ and DENTSPLY Friadent’s abutments,” says Rune Fisker, VP 
Product Strategy, at 3Shape. “Now they can design virtually and provide highly esthetic 2-piece 
customized abutments, thereby introducing better choices for dentists and their patients.” 
 
“Optimal clinical results and long-term stability can be achieved best by using original components like 
implant, titanium base and implant library throughout the workflow”, says Frank Beckerle, Global 
Brand Manager Digital Dentistry, at DENTSPLY Friadent. “To detect the correct position of 
ANKYLOS® and XiVE® we also provide the matching scan-bodies”. 
 
“The DENTSPLY Friadent library gives me even more options in solving implant cases with individual 
zirconium abutments on titanium bases,” says Björn Roland. Dental Design Schnellbächer & Roland. 
“Using these libraries with the 3shape CAD Design Software I get the optimal esthetic result easy and 
fast in a few clicks.” 
 
About DENTSPLY Friadent 
DENTSPLY Friadent is firmly committed its vision to create dental implants which last a lifetime. The 
company is the implant division of DENTSPLY International, which with over 12,000 employees is the 
world market leader in the dental industry. The implant division is represented in more than 70 
countries. DENTSPLY Friadent is reliable partner for all dentist and dental technicians specialising in 
implantology.  
 
For more information, visit: www.dentsply-friadent.com  
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Bluebeam® Software Transforms Tablet PDF Functionality with New Revu® iPad App 
29 June 2012 
 
Recently at the Bluebeam eXtreme™ Conference in Los Angeles, Bluebeam Software announced the 
launch of its new Revu iPad app. With a tap and a swipe, the app facilitates digital workflow 
productivity by enabling users to access, navigate and annotate PDF files on the go. With Revu iPad, 
comments and annotations display clearly and accurately so nothing is missed, reducing the ping pong 
effect of ambiguous communications. A developer of PDF-based workflow solutions for the 
Architecture-Engineering-Construction (AEC) industry, Revu iPad officially expands Bluebeam's 
award-winning platform solution, Revu for Windows, for use in other industries. Versatile from its 
inception, Revu for Windows is already successfully used in accounting, aerospace, and education to 
streamline daily tasks and improve productivity. Revu for iPad establishes creative use of PDF 
technology for digital workflows not previously possible or imagined. 
  
"Bluebeam Revu iPad removes current barriers to productivity, and enables technical and mobile 

http://www.dentsply-friadent.com/
http://www.bluebeam.com/
http://www.revuipad.com/index.asp?src=3355
http://www.bluebeam.com/us/products/revu/
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professionals to work without limits," said Richard Lee, President and CEO at Bluebeam Software. "We 
are excited to see Revu iPad unlock new possibilities across multiple industries and disciplines. We are 
finally putting the iPad to work." 
  
Bluebeam Revu for iPad features customizable clouds, highlights, text and other annotations so 
consumers can markup PDFs with ease, as well as save them for reuse across sessions. Sharing feedback 
or trying to decipher edits – while wasting precious time, budget and paper – is no longer an issue with 
Revu for iPad. Bluebeam's new app shatters these archaic limitations. 
  
More than a PDF viewer, Revu digitizes workflows by empowering consumers to: 

• Access, edit and collaborate on the go, in remote locations, on or off the cloud. 
• Quickly navigate through multi-page PDFs using thumbnails and bookmarks. 
• Easily add customizable markups (texts, pen marks, highlights, etc.) on PDFs and save them for 

future use in Revu's exclusive Tool Chest™. 
• Insert images as an attachment or directly to the PDF using the built-in iPad camera and photo 

library. 
• Track all document feedback via the integrated Markups list, which records every annotation 

including the annotation author, date and time. 
• Sync and open files stored in the cloud using iTunes, Dropbox, Box and WebDav. 
• Remove, sync or move files to custom Categories in the included File Access tab so they can be 

located and opened later with just a tap. 
  
In addition, Revu easily works with Bluebeam's cloud offering, Bluebeam Studio™, taking 
collaboration up a notch by allowing users to add markups to the same PDF, together in real time or 
separately on their own time, from anywhere with an Internet connection. Users can chat while working, 
and track or filter all session activity in the record, which links back the PDFs. 
  
While Revu iPad has an impressive lineup of features and functionality, Bluebeam is continuing to push 
the limits of how users will collaborate on the go with its app. "Revu iPad is bringing some of Revu's 
most popular PDF markup and collaboration features from the desktop to the iPad, but we are not done 
yet," added Lee. "In the coming months, Revu iPad will evolve to include even more functionality – 
enabling truly digital, mobile workflows and proving that anything is possible with Bluebeam." 
  
Revu iPad is the company's second app offering. Vu iPad, Bluebeam's free PDF viewer, launched earlier 
this year. Revu iPad will be available on Apple's App Store for $9.99 beginning in July. 
 
About Bluebeam Software, Inc. 
Not your typical software company, Bluebeam Software makes smart, simple solutions for paperless 
workflows based on the PDF format. Founded in 2002 in Pasadena, California, Bluebeam's award-
winning PDF creation, markup and collaboration solutions are used today by the world's top 

http://www.bluebeam.com/us/products/vu/
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architectural, engineering and construction firms, as well as government agencies, accountants and even 
attorneys, as an intuitive, easy-to-use, PDF-based software solution for dramatically improved workflow 
and more sustainable, paperless operations. Bluebeam supports customers in more than 60 countries 
directly through its Account Services team in addition to an extensive reseller network. For more 
information, visit www.bluebeam.com. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

CSC Releases Orion v17 to the UK Market 
2 July 2012 
 
Structural software developer, CSC, is delighted to release v17 of its concrete building design software, 
Orion to the UK market. With this new version structural engineers can build and design complex 
models faster and more efficiently than ever before. Find out more about Orion. 
 
Including powerful new functionality for FE mesh generation and foundation modelling, engineers are 
also able to send details directly to CAD for quick drawing production, while simultaneously providing 
their clients with material take offs for concrete and reinforcement early in the design process. Orion 
v17 also enables engineers to coordinate with others using the new and seamless BIM integration with 
Autodesk® Revit®. 
 
Some other updates: 

• Significant improvement to the interface 
• Improved BIM integration 
• Enhanced FE mesh generation 
• Grouped beam design and detailing 
• Improved CAD productivity 
• Enhancements to assist with faster model creation 
• New / enhanced beam detailing options 
• Enhancements to FE foundation modelling 
• New beam-column joint check 
• And much more... 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Delcam’s New PowerSHAPE CAD Enhances Direct Modelling and Reverse Engineering 
4 July 2012 
 
The 2013 release of Delcam’s PowerSHAPE CAD system includes enhancements to its direct modelling 
and reverse engineering capabilities that will make the software both more flexible and even easier to 
use. In addition, the solid and surface modelling options have been made faster and even more robust. 
Full details are available on the PowerSHAPE 2013 learning zone at http://lz.powershape.com. 
 
PowerSHAPE provides a comprehensive range of modelling techniques available in a single CAD 
program. Having all the different technologies in the same package reduces the need to transfer data 
between multiple programs and so streamlines the whole product development process. The broad range 
of functionality makes PowerSHAPE ideal for the re-engineering of existing products into improved 
designs or for creating specialised items. At the same time, the combination of quick and easy direct 
modelling options, together with powerful and flexible surface modelling, makes PowerSHAPE the 
perfect choice for design for manufacture, especially when converting product designs into tooling 
designs. 
 
The most important new option in PowerSHAPE’s direct modelling functionality is "Replace Face”. 
This allows a selected face or group of faces to be replaced with another face or group of faces, either 
from the same solid or from a separate solid or surface model.  
 
In its most basic form, "Replace Face” can be used for offsetting surfaces of the model to provide 
machining allowances or clearances for electrodes for EDM. It can also be used for more complex 
modifications to product designs. In all cases, any other faces within the design that are affected by the 
change are extended and re-trimmed as necessary to maintain a closed solid. 
 
A second new option that will be of particular interest to tooling designers will be the "Solid Core” 
command. This selects automatically the smallest rectangular or cylindrical shape that will fully enclose 
a group of solid faces. It can be used to create blanks for the manufacture of electrodes or when 
modelling slides within moulds to accommodate undercuts. The shapes can be selected from 
spreadsheets, for example one showing different standard sizes for electrode blanks, that can be edited to 
each company’s specifications. 
 
The main improvement to the existing direct modelling tools has been a simplification of the selection 
and editing of faces. Groups of faces can now be selected by surrounding them with a boundary, either 
by dragging the mouse or by clicking a series of points. Simpler methods have been added to then rotate 
the selected faces around a point or a cylinder, or to move them along a line. 
 
For reverse engineering, PowerSHAPE now allows point-cloud data to be captured directly. Point data 
can be displayed on-screen instantly as a laser attachment is passed over the object being scanned. This 
ensures that all the required information can be captured as any gaps in the data will be apparent 
immediately. 

http://lz.powershape.com/
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Another new option in PowerSHAPE 2013 is the ability to perform 2D nesting of 2D profiles or 3D 
parts. Once the numbers of each component required and the minimum spacing needed between each 
item has been specified, PowerSHAPE calculates the most efficient layout using the minimum amount 
of material. The shape of any unused material can be saved so that it can be used for later projects. The 
nesting option will be important for any company using sheet materials, including those in the press tool, 
composites and footwear industries, or for laying out multiple 3D parts for effective machining.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

E3.series 2012 Provides Enhanced Support for the Automotive and Special Purpose Vehicle 
Industries 
5 July 2012 
 
Zuken announces significant enhancements for the automotive and special purpose vehicle industry in 
E3.series 2012, its electrical and fluid CAD software. 
 
With E3.series 2012, users across the vehicle industries – from trucks and tanks to buses, cars and 
motorcycles – will benefit from fewer iterations between manufacturing engineers and design engineers, 
leading to reduced design time and improved quality. 
 
“Since we started using E3.series almost two years ago we have reduced our design cycle by almost 
40%, compared with our previous practice of wire harness design using non-automated tools,” says M 
Amardeepkumar, R&D Manager, TVS Motors. 
 
Connector handling gets more connected 
E3.series 2012 includes fully automated connector pin terminal handling. Any modification to the wire 
gauge will result in automatic selection of the correct connector pin terminal; regardless of where 
changes are made in the design flow. 
 
This means connector pin terminal selection, cavity seal selection and environmental terminal selection 
are now fully automatic, leading to fewer errors and more streamlined design flow. Designers will spend 
far less time considering how to configure connectors. 
 
Configuration control 
Anyone working with the numerous configuration choices in vehicle industries understands the 
complexity of the design process and the need for speed and accuracy when compiling design 
specifications. 
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To address this, E3.series 2012 has improved option handling with configurations and packages (a 
collection of functional additions to a vehicle). This benefits those working with options and variants as 
engineers can quickly access the specifications for different vehicle configurations and analyze the 
effects of alternative design scenarios. In keeping with E3.series’ object-oriented functionality, selecting 
the configuration automatically creates the relevant data for all departments involved in the production 
process. 
 
E3.series 2012 enables users to configure the wire numbers in the project based on circuit functionality 
and signal classification. The utility is also configurable for a number of additional industries, including 
machinery, rail and power. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

GRAPHISOFT Ships ArchiCAD 16, Launches BIMComponents.com 
3 July 2012 
 
GRAPHISOFT® announced today that ArchiCAD® 16's global rollout process has begun. In addition, 
the company unveiled its BIMComponents.com GDL objects portal, a cloud-based database that allows 
users to create, search, upload, and download custom BIM components of their choice.    
 
The release of ArchiCAD 16 delivers key functionality to end users including the brand new MORPH™ 
tool, an optimal solution for creating custom BIM components, custom structures, and custom elements 
of the built environment, as well as custom-designed building interiors.  Built-in Energy Evaluation 
allows architects working with ArchiCAD 16 to perform reliable dynamic energy evaluations of their 
BIM model within ArchiCAD, using BIM geometry analysis and accurate, hour-by-hour online weather 
data of the building's location. BIMComponents.com, a cloud-based, ArchiCAD-integrated community 
database, allows users to create, search, upload, and download custom BIM components of their choice 
directly within their native BIM application. 
 
For more information about ArchiCAD 16 please visit: http://www.graphisoft.com/products/archicad/  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra Creates a New Frontier in Innovation 
2 July 2012 
 
Lectra is pleased to announce the launch of its new line of fabric cutters Vector®. 
 
The new generation of Vector cutters: unparalleled productivity and outstanding cutting quality 
“Strengthening their value proposition, meeting even stricter deadlines, delivering constant, 

http://www.bimcomponents.com/
http://www.graphisoft.com/products/archicad/
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irreproachable quality at best mastered costs, as well as getting along with an ultra-flexible production 
process, are daily challenges for our customers. The exceptional means implemented by Lectra in the 
development of its new range of Vector cutters have given birth to a complete, integrated and unique 
offer, which enables our customers to benefit from better control and optimization of their production, 
which in turn increases their competitiveness and profitability,” said Daniel Harari, Lectra CEO. 
 
Based on the efficiency and intelligence of the Vector cutting solutions, the new cutting room combines 
high value-added software, machines powered by pioneer technology and business expertise acquired by 
Lectra since almost 40 years. 
 
“As the key element of the cutting room, Vector provides access to new levels of productivity and 
material savings; embedded technology at the heart of the system, associated with continuous control by 
Lectra’s experts gathered in our five call centers, ensures the highest availability on the market,” said 
Bertrand Crönert, Manufacturing Marketing Director, Lectra. 
 
Several anti-error devices contribute to simplifying and accelerating the production of each product line. 
The new ergonomic, intuitive, visual interface enables continuous monitoring and control of every step 
of the manufacturing process, alerting the operator in case of a hazard. 120 sensors monitor the behavior 
of the cutting head in action to optimize the cutting in real-time and reduce material consumption. The 
predictive maintenance system secures production by preventing potential failures. 
 
Daily experience with thousands of customers 
Long-term relationships maintained by Lectra with its customers—based on its innovation capacity, the 
reliability of its solutions and the development of its skills—strongly contributes to the sustainability of 
the means of production. 
 
"We found rapid benefits when using the new Vector. Lectra solutions help us to achieve our goals of 
quality and being on time,” said Claudia Trifan, Head of Production at Pandora, manufacturing jackets 
for top of the range European brands. “We chose Lectra for its unique solutions and its excellent 
support. The new Vector enables us to increase our quality and increase our flexibility, with a shorter 
integration period.” 
 
The brand new features provided by this new generation of Vector cutters, related to the software and 
service offer, introduce new standards of productivity and reliability; and enable companies to control 
the performance within cutting rooms of industries as diverse as those of fashion, automotive, 
furnishings or aeronautics. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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MathWorks Offers AUTOSAR 4.0 Production Support with Simulink 
2 July 2012 
 
MathWorks today announced that Simulink, Embedded Coder, and the AUTOSAR Target Production 
Package (ATPP) now support AUTOSAR 4.0. AUTOSAR support provided by Embedded Coder and 
the ATPP is prequalified to ISO 26262 according to TÜV SÜD, as described in IEC Certification Kit 
(for ISO 26262 and IEC 61508). 
 
Automotive manufacturers and suppliers are increasingly adopting the latest release of the AUTOSAR 
standard, 4.0, in production programs. Now, automotive engineers can use Simulink to develop 
production AUTOSAR 4.0 applications with Model-Based Design. 
 
AUTOSAR 4.0 support is offered through: 

• Import and export of AUTOSAR 4.0 software component description files 
• Enhanced support for calibration and data measurement enabling workflows to use exported 

ARXML with RTE generation tools 
• Enhanced support for AUTOSAR 4.0 data type concepts 
• Support for more than 300 routines from AUTOSAR 4.0 libraries 

 
“Simulink and Embedded Coder enabled us to automatically generate AUTOSAR-compliant C-code 
and other AUTOSAR artifacts,” says Abdulvahap User, head of the embedded application software 
department at IAV, an engineering company that works (among others) for the Volkswagen Group. 
“This approach improved communication with Volkswagen and our suppliers, and enabled us to verify 
the application early in a software-in-the-loop testing environment.” 
 
“When working on standards such as AUTOSAR, OEMs, suppliers, and the various other parties 
involved in development are best served by adopting a consistent technical workflow,” says Jon 
Friedman, MathWorks manager for Aerospace & Defense and Automotive Industry Marketing. “Now, 
automotive engineers have a workflow that both simplifies communication through the use of Model-
Based Design and also helps meet AUTOSAR 4.0 production goals.” 
 
For more information on MathWorks support for AUTOSAR, visit: 
www.mathworks.com/automotive/standards/autosar.html 
 
About MathWorks 
MathWorks is a developer of mathematical computing software. MATLAB, the language of technical 
computing, is a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis, visualization, and 
numeric computation. Simulink is a graphical environment for simulation and Model-Based Design of 
multidomain dynamic and embedded systems. Engineers and scientists worldwide rely on these product 
families to accelerate the pace of discovery, innovation, and development in automotive, aerospace, 
electronics, financial services, biotech-pharmaceutical, and other industries. MathWorks products are 
also fundamental teaching and research tools in the world's universities and learning institutions. 
Founded in 1984, MathWorks employs more than 2400 people in 15 countries, with headquarters in 
Natick, Massachusetts, USA. For additional information, visit www.mathworks.com. 
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PDF3D® Enables Interactive 3D Slide Presentations 
28 June 2012 
 
As part of the PDF3D® technical publishing platform, Visual Technology Services has introduced a 
component plugin to enable 3D slide presentations. The presentation flow is no longer interrupted by 
leaving the current slide to use an external viewer, using the PDF3D in PowerPoint® 3D PDF files are 
viewed right inside any PowerPoint® slide, with 3D rotation & zoom interaction without leaving the 
presentation. No coding, scripting, or complex setup is required, and it will work with any 3D PDF, not 
just those created with the PDF3D system.  
 
The PDF3D in PowerPoint is a PowerPoint® menu add-on, so once installed the PDF3D icon is added 
to the toolbar. By selecting options on the simple plugin wizard, the 3D PDF is linked so it will show 
within a region of the slide. The PPT and PDF should be placed in the same folder. Prerequisits are only 
having the Adobe® Reader or Acrobat® installed, and of course PowerPoint® 2007/2010.  
 
The PDF3D technical publishing platform provides tools to generate 3D PDF documents, where the 3D 
PDF document format is feature rich and allows for embedding representations of complex 3D models, 
driving the need for high compression to allow collaborative communication and distribution, including 
as email attachments, extending the reach of sharing and collaborating on complex models with 
distributed teams.  
 
About PDF3D  
PDF3D (www.pdf3d.com ) is an innovative independent 3D technical publishing technology for 3D 
models viewable in PDF documents. Covering a wide range of applications from geospatial, geology, 
aerospace, architecture, product packaging, and online sales & marketing, PDF3D makes it practical to 
distribute interactive 3D documents to everyone with the free Adobe Reader. 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Shaderlight Cloud Rendering (Shaderlight v2.2) is Now Available 
5 July 2012 
 
Available now, Shaderlight Cloud Rendering is the SketchUp rendering plug-in that harness the power 
of cloud computing. It combines high-powered 64-core machines from Limitless Computing and highest 
quality rendering from Shaderlight to deliver fast, cost effective workflow for SketchUp users.  
 
Eric Schimelpfenig, specialist in 3D solutions for kitchen and bathrooms and founder of Sketchthis.net, 
has been testing Shaderlight Cloud Rendering and said: “With this new version of Shaderlight I think 
we're seeing the first big step into the future of rendering.  As the world moves to low power, 
lightweight mobile devices, the choices for super powerful laptops seems to be dwindling. Adding a 

http://www.pdf3d.com/
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cloud rendering option not only makes rendering fast, and more reliable, it allows it to be done on any 
machine, regardless of computing power. This new version of Shaderlight takes your ordinary machine 
and straps a rocket pack to it. Renders have never looked so good, so fast”. 
 
Rendering scenes up to 5x faster and animations up to 30x faster than is possible on desktop computers, 
it frees up kit for other projects, enabling users to take on multiple projects.   
 
Shaderlight Cloud Rendering has already scooped a Best in Show award when it was launched in May at 
the American Institute of Architects (AIA) 2012 National Convention and Design Exposition, 
Washington DC. It is now available as a free upgrade to existing Shaderlight v2 users and for all new 
Pro licences purchased, providing seamless integration to the cloud.  
 
Landscape architect and SketchUp author Daniel Tal is also impressed with the new tool. He said: 
“Shaderlight Cloud Rendering frees up your computer and other resources creating quick, affordable 
images. It’s simple to set up your model to render, just upload to the cloud and a high-quality image is 
delivered direct to you. This service is particularly good for those wanting to render large models or 
models that use artificial lighting since these can take a good amount of time and computer power. 
 
“The system is also ideal for rendering animations – putting them in reach for most companies and 
SketchUp users. Using the Shaderlight Cloud Rendering service allows designers to generate beautiful 
rendered animations clearly articulating design themes and ideas”. 
 
Graham Wylie, CEO at ArtVPS said: “Shaderlight delivers high quality renders at speed, but users are 
always keen to deliver further time savings. By harnessing the power of cloud computing, we have now 
given them what they want – the ability to produce high quality renders without tying up desktops and at 
very low cost. We’re really excited about this new innovation – and we’re looking forward to seeing 
many Shaderlight users, new and old, reap the benefits”.   
 
For more information, visit: www.shaderlight.com 
  

Click here to return to Contents 

STAR-CCM+ v7.04: Accelerate, Understand, Improve 
3 July 2012 
 
CD-adapco today released STAR-CCM+ v7.04, a new version of its multidisciplinary engineering 
simulation solution. 
 
“When developing the STAR-CCM+ v7 series, our goal is threefold; to further shorten the product 
development schedule of users, to help them increase the quality of their products, and to deliver unique 
insight into their product's behavior and performance. STAR-CCM+ v7.04 again illustrates our 
commitment to achieve our goal," said Senior VP of Product Management, Jean-Claude Ercolanelli. 

http://www.shaderlight.com/
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Accelerate Your Product Development 
One of the central tenets of simulation as applied to the product development process is that "sometimes 
a late simulation result is no better than no result at all." In order to play a role in product development 
simulation, results have to be supplied on time, every-time.  

• Multi-part Solids improves the scalability of thermal simulations that previously involved 
multiple parts and materials.  

• Solar Loads Calculator allows solar radiation to be automatically specified by latitude, longitude, 
time and date.  

• Optimate and Optimate+ add-on modules directly employ state-of-the-art process automation 
and design optimization technology from Red Cedar. 

 
Improve Product Quality and Reliability 
By most standard definitions, quality and reliability are the extent to which a product meets or exceeds a 
customer's expectations. Increasing product quality is a strategic objective of every company involved in 
product design or manufacture. "If making better quality products were easy, everyone would do it. Any 
improvement in product quality is usually the result of significant investment in simulation-based-
design," said Ercolanelli. "STAR-CCM+ v7.04 includes new modeling capabilities allowing users to 
tackle the most difficult problems industry has to offer, delivering better engineered products with 
premium quality and enhanced performance." 

• Implicit Co-simulation between STAR-CCM+ v7.04 and Abaqus v6.12 increases the stability of 
highly non-linear fluid-structure-interaction problems, speeding up the solution time by use of 
typically larger time-steps, bringing practical FSI simulation within reach of every simulation 
engineer.  

• Overset Mesh feature is expanded, allowing regions to travel to, and beyond, the boundary of the 
domain. 
 

Better Insight into Product Performance 
The ability to communicate engineering information, while engaging with an increasingly non-specialist 
audience, is a key skill for any CAE analyst. 

• Line Integral Convolution plot brings 3D vector fields to life, allowing the interrogation of the 
complete flow-field.  

• Aero-Vibro Acoustics add-on module provides a complete toolset for aero-acoustics analysis. 
 
For further detail, visit: http://www.cd-adapco.com/news/2012/06-29_starccm704.html 
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